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ABSTRACT
Limestone Calcined Clay Cement (LC3) presents brilliant properties in binding Cl- so that the embedded steel bars
are probably protected in Cl--contaminated condition, which meets the need of sea sand application. However, the
corrosion performance of steel bars embedded in LC3 paste with Cl - is unclear, especially in early age hydration.
Thus, a series of experiments were carried out to evaluate the corrosion performance of steel bars on initial and
hardened stages of hydration, including concentration of OH- and Cl- in real pore solution, open circuit potential
(OCP) and chemical elements of steel bars. In terms of early age hydration, the OCP of steel bars and ions
concentration in pore solution indicated that both specimens embedded in PC and LC3 pastes were at a highly
corrosion state, however, elemental results showed that no obvious corrosion happened at this stage. With respect
to hardened age hydration, visual corrosion could be seen on PC-embedded steel bars, with more Fe3+ and O2-,
in comparison with LC3-embedded one, which was related to the much lower absolute OCP and Cl- concentration
in pore solution. Overall, LC3 cement demonstrates protective effect on steel bar in special contaminated-Clconcentration.
1. INTRODUCTION
It has become a well-known issue in coastal regions
that steel-reinforced concrete can be contaminated by
high concentration of Cl- from sea sand and
subsequent pitting corrosion can be caused [1,2]. To
deal with the mentioned issue, a novel composite
cement with brilliant Cl- binding capacity known as
Limestone Calcined Clay Cement (LC3) has been
considered to be applied. LC3 cement has been
proved to be a promising civil engineering material for
resisting Cl- ingress, according to recent studies [3,4].
Based on some durability-related works of authorized
research groups, the superior binding capacity
against Cl- ingress after long-term hydration has been
highlighted. Scrivener et al. [5,6] indicated that the
use of calcined clay in PC increased the quantity of
gel hydrates and Al-Fe-mono phase during hydration,
which was related to Cl- binding. Shi et al. [7] found
that high content of calcium from limestone helped
promote mono-carbo-aluminate (Mc) conversion to
Fs. With respect to the application on corrosion
protection, some of the published literatures [8,9]
have studied corrosion behavior of steel bars
embedded in hardened pastes/mortars/concretes
with admixed and penetrated Cl- through
electrochemical measurements and they mainly
concluded that replacement of cement with
metakaolin, functional substance in calcined clay,

effectively reduced the corrosion rate of steel bars and
also improved electrical resistivity of hardened
concretes after long-term hydration, which was
attributed to Cl- binding capacity.
However, the corrosion performance of steel bars
embedded by Cl--contaminated LC3 paste is unclear,
especially in early age hydration, in which bars are
easily to be corroded before the formation of
passivate layer and the yield of gel products and AlFe-mono phase. Inspired by this need, the study
investigated the bound Cl- in paste, electrochemical
corrosion and chemical elements of embedded steel
bars.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Raw material and sample preparation
Calcined clay used in this work was provided by
Sinoma International Engineering Co. Ltd, with the
mineralogy of metakaolin, quartz and muscovite.
Clinker was from Wuhan VCEM Technology
Development Co. Ltd. Chemical pure limestone and
gypsum was produced by Shanghai Macklin
Biochemical Technology Co. Ltd. Chemical
compositions of the clinker and calcined clay, tested
by XRF, are listed in Table 1.

Table 1 Chemical compositions of calcined clay and clinker
Raw
material
(%)
Calcined
clay
Clinker

SiO2

Al2O3

Fe2O3

CaO

MgO

K2O

Na2O

LOI

56.79

35.13

2.06

0.16

0.44

3.55

0.08

0.89

19.96

4.52

3.69

62.79

2.48

0.82

0.31

1.06

The mix design is showed in Table 2. The content of
mixed Cl- was 0.36% wt. of binders. The fresh pastes
were kept in curing chamber with standard
temperature (20±1°C) and relative humidity (96±1%)
till testing period.
Table 2 Mix design

Notation
LC3-0.36

C

CC

LS

GP

Introduced
Cl- (wt% of
binder)

50.0

31.4

15.6

3.0

0.36

Binder proportion (%)

w/b
0.45

PC-0.36
97.0
3.0
0.36
Note: C, clinker; CC, calcined clay; LS, limestone; GP, gypsum;
W, water.

2.2. Testing methods
A typical three-electrode system was applied to
consecutively measure the open circuit potential
(OCP) within 4h before paste hardening and single
tests were carried out after 1/3/7/14 days of curing
after demolded, showed on Figure 1.

Figure 1. Three-electrode
measurements

system

for

Figure 2. Pore solution extraction equipment

3. Result
3.1 Open circuit potential
To investigate the corrosion activity of reaction on
embedded steel bars, the OCP result of PC and LC3
samples is shown in Figure 3. It could be clearly
observed on Figure 3, within the 4 hours hydration
before hardening, that the OCP of both specimens
demonstrated drops at the beginning but gradually got
increased after 1.5~2.0 hours of hydration, probably
owing to the protection effect of initial and metastable
passivity in high alkalinity of fresh paste [10]; it can be
also seen that the difference of OCP between inserted
bars in LC3 and PC paste, less than around 5%, is
quite marginal. It is probably because the formation of
C-(A, S)-H and Al-Fe-mono phase in LC3 paste,
responsible to Cl- binding, was metastable, which
could not bond Cl- effectively enough. With respect to
the hardened age hydration, as showed on Figure 3,
it could be noticed that with the prolong of hydration
period, both samples demonstrated increasing OCP
and reached to their peaks within 72~168 hours.
Moreover, it could also be found quantitively that LC3
paste helped increase the maximum value of OCP by
8.5%, compared with PC.

electrochemical

The pore solutions of various ages hydration were
extracted through compressing machine with
controlled stress and corresponding concentration of
Cl- and OH- was quantified with titration method and
pH probe accordingly. Setup for pore solution
extraction is showed on Figure 2. The element of
oxygen and ferrum on the embedded steel bars were
analyzed by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
on an Axis Ultra X-ray photoelectron spectrometer
with Al Kα excitation.
Figure 3. Early stage OCP results for the embedded steel bars in
PC and LC3 samples, 4h and 336h

3.2 OH- and Cl- concentration of pore solution
3.2.1 OH- concentration

The concentration of OH- in pore solution is
demonstrated in Figure 4. In the early period of
hydration, within 24 hours, the OH- concentration in
PC paste pore solution shown a gradual increasing
trend whilst in LC3 pore solution it had an evident drop
after 12 hours hydration, owing to consumption of
alkaline substance in secondary hydration of
pozzolanic calcined clay. From general view of OHconcentration during early and hardened period of
hydration, it could be observed that the OHconcentration of LC3 pore solution maintained at a
relatively low level and reached to a dynamic balance
after hydration of 168 hours (7 days), opposite to
condition of PC pore solution which had a gradual
increase during the whole tested period.

pore solution had a sharp drop after 24 hours
hydration and thus it showed a lower concentration
than that in PC paste.

Figure 5. Cl- concentration of pore solution in PC and LC3
hardened paste during 24h and 336h

Figure 4. OH- concentration of pore solution in PC and LC3
hardened paste during 24h and 336h

3.2.2 Cl- concentration
Figure 5 presents time-dependent Cl- concentration of
pore solution during a period of 24 and 336 hours. On
the one hand, during 24 hours of hydration, Clconcentration of pore solution in both pastes shown a
mild fluctuation within first 12 hours but displayed a
sudden drop within the following half, suggesting that
large amount of Cl- began to be bonded during 12 to
24 hours hydration, which is recognized as an
important period of Cl- binding of both PC and LC3
cement. At this stage, it could also be seen that Clconcentration in pore solution of LC3 is still higher
than that in PC. The main reason for this phenomenon
is probably because the calcined clay in LC3 cement
initially started to perform their chemical activity and
bind Cl- on the 1st day of hydration, however it might
not compensate with the Cl- binding attributed to
another 50% of clinker. On the other hand, for
hardened period of hydration, consecutively
dramatical decrease could be observed in both
solution after 24 hours and it remained a relatively
static level after at the age of 7 days, which is thought
of as another essential period of Cl- binding. At this
stage, it should be noted that Cl- concentration of the

3.2.3 Cl- to OH- concentration ratio
Based on the mainstream view, the ratio Cl-/OH- of
pore solution plays a crucial role on steel bar
corrosion, because both OH- and Cl- are related to the
stability of passive film on the rebars [11]. Figure 6
demonstrates the Cl-/OH- of real pore solution of PC
and LC3 pastes at various ages, showing that the
value of both specimens decreased gradually. It was
because the decrease of Cl- was much evident than
the increase of OH-. It should be mentioned that a
stable growth of the figure for LC3 pastes can be
observed after 72 h, which was mainly because the
concentration of OH- decreased but Cl- was retained.
In addition, it can also be found that the value of LC3
was higher than that of PC, which was a bit different
from the prediction. In terms of its explanation, it was
probably because the application of the value was
mainly based on Portland cement concrete, it is still
unclear whether it can be applied to LC3 cement.
From another view, contamination of Cl- was
considered as high risk of corrosion, even in case of
high alkaline surroundings [2]. Based on this theory, it
can be explained that the more corrosive state of
embedded bar in PC was related more on higher Clin its pore solution, even though the alkalinity was also
higher than that of LC3.

the rebars in case of Cl- contamination, which should
be related to its brilliant Cl- binding effect.

Figure 7. Photographs of embedded steel bars in PC and LC3
pastes for various ages of hydration (shade area refers to XPS
specimens)

Figure 6. Concentration Cl-/OH- of pore solution at during 24h and
336h

3.3 Chemical elements of ferrum and oxygen
Figure 7 demonstrates the surficial condition of
exposed areas of steel bars, with a clarity for testing
area of XPS spectra. As can be seen, after 12 hours
of corrosion, there was no visual rust on both PC and
LC3-embedded steel bars. However, with the age
extended until 336 hours, visual corrosion was
observed on PC-embedded bar, whilst there was still
no obvious rust on the LC3-embedded one.
The surficial elements of inserted rebars at hydration
age of 12 and 336 hours were studied by XPS in
Figure 8. In the high-resolution spectra of Fe 2p and
O 1s, all specimens demonstrate similar curve shape,
where four typical peaks of Fe 2p and two peaks of
O1s are identified based on some of the authorized
studies [12,13]. Precisely, three typical peaks locate
at approximately 710.9eV, 713.0eV and 725.5eV,
corresponding to Fe 2p3/2 and Fe 2p1/2, with a satellite
peak in the middle, which refer to the binding energy
of Fe3+ in Fe2O3. Regarding oxygen, showed on
Figure 8 (b), it can be observed the curve can be
separated from two typical peaks, locating at around
529.8eV and 531.6eV accordingly and corresponding
to chemisorbed oxygen (OC, associated to bound
hydroxyl groups) and lattice oxygen (OL, associated to
O2- in Fe2O3).
Compared with the rebars embedded by LC3 and PC
pastes, it can be seen that after 12 hours of hydration,
the relatively stabilized peaks of Fe and O suggested
there were no enormous corrosion products on the
surface, indicating that the corrosion was mild. Such
phenomenon claimed that in the tested Clconcentration, both specimens did not get corroded
obviously during a short term, even though the OCP
was high. However, with prolong of the age till 336
hours, evident difference happened to the specimens.
In comparison, rebar in PC demonstrated much
higher and sharper peak than that in LC3, suggesting
that LC3 cement presented an effective protection on

(a)

(b)
Figure 8. XPS spectra of Fe 2p (a) and O1s (b) of steel bars in PC
and LC3 pastes during 12 and 336 hours

4. Conclusion
•

During the 1st day of hydration, based on the
results of OH- and Cl- concentration in squeezed
pore solution as well as the OCP, the tested steel
bars in either PC or LC3 pastes were corrosivelyactive, indicating that they were at easilycorroded state. However, the XPS spectra
showed there was no visual rust on the surfaces
of rebars. It can be concluded that the steel bars

•

•

in both pastes were in danger, but no actual
damages happen.
In between the 1st and 14th day, much more
obvious rusts were discovered on PC-embedded
sample than that embedded by LC3 pastes. The
latter demonstrated far lower absolute value of
OCP as well as less apparent Fe3+ and O2- peaks
on XPS spectra.
Overall, in certain occasion of Cl- contamination,
LC3 cement can surely provide effective
protection on the embedded steel bars.
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